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Implications of close companies
Close inspection

Close companies make up a considerable proportion of businesses within the UK and, in its Company Taxation
Manual at CTM60055, HMRC notes: ‘A company controlled by a small group of persons may arrange its affairs to
enable those persons to avoid income tax.’ Consequently, it has sought to introduce legislation to counter such
advantages. As a result, there are special tax provisions applicable to close companies, so it is important to ensure
the basics of these companies are understood, starting with the relevant criteria and definitions.

What is a close company?

Although the relevant legislation has been in place for some time, the starting point is now found in CTA 2010, s 439
where a close company can be defined by meeting either condition A or B.

Condition A looks at the aspect of ‘control’. A company is a close company if it is controlled by:

five or fewer participators; or
any number of participators who also act as the company directors.

Condition B looks at the aspect of ‘entitlement’. A company is a close company if on winding up five or fewer
participators, or participators who are directors, together possess or are entitled to acquire:

such rights as would entitle them to receive the greater part of the assets of the relevant company which would
then be available for distribution among the participators; or
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such rights as would, in that event, so entitle them if there were disregarded any rights which any of them or any
other person has as a loan creditor (in relation to the relevant company or any other company).

It can be seen from the above that to determine whether condition A or B applies, it is necessary to examine who is
and who is not a participator.

Who is a participator?

The definition of a participator is referenced in CTA 2010, s 454 as a person having a share or interest in the capital or
income of the company. Although, generally, this is often an existing shareholder, its broader term can include anyone
who is entitled to acquire share capital, for example by holding share options, or providing loan finance.

This latter type of participator can easily be overlooked. Different to a normal company trade creditor, a loan creditor
holds a beneficial interest in debt or loan capital within the company. Under s 453, a debt in this instance arises from:

money borrowed or capital assets acquired by the company;
rights to receive income created in favour of the company;
consideration, the value of which to the company was, when said debt was incurred, substantially less than the
amount of the debt.

A further complication arises in determining a participator. In looking at the relevant tests it is not simply the rights and
powers of the individual that must be taken into account; the rights and powers of any associates must also be
considered. This has particular relevance for family run companies.

Who is an associate?

Associates, as set out in CTA 2010, s 448, in relation to an individual, include:

any relative;
the trustees of a settlement in relation to which the individual is a settlor; and
the trustees of any settlement in relation to which any relative of the individual was or is a settlor;

Section 448(2) goes on to define what a relative is, and this includes the following.

A spouse or civil partner (even if separated). However, this does exclude former spouses or civil partners
following finalisation of divorce or dissolution.
Parents or ‘remoter forbearers’.
Brothers or sisters, but only if a direct blood relationship. Hence this includes half-siblings but not step-siblings.
Children, including remoter issue.
Any business partners.

Again, in a family run company, determining who is or is not an associate may not necessarily be straightforward, as
was recognised by Lord Hoffman. In R v CIR (ex parte Newfields Developments Ltd) [2001] STC 901. He said:

‘The effect of these cumulative definitions is that for the purpose of deciding whether a person “shall be taken to
have control of a company” under s [450], it may be necessary to attribute to him the rights and powers of
persons over whom he may in real life have little or no power or control. Plainly the intention of the legislature was
to spread the net very wide.’

Interestingly, although there are many benefits from a tax perspective of being married or in a civil partnership, this
perhaps could be an occasion that is not so advantageous if the attribution of a spouse’s holding can bring a
company into the close company rules when it would otherwise not be the case.

Before looking at the consequences of being a close company, it should be noted that even if the qualifying tests are
met, not all companies will be deemed close. Some specific exemptions are set out in s 442 to s 447, primarily being
companies not resident in the UK and companies controlled by other companies that are not themselves close
companies.

The consequences of being close

Following the merger in 2015 of the small company and main rate of corporation tax, the relevance of a close
investment holding company (CIC), being an extension of the close company, is no longer as important as it once
was. There are thus probably three main consequences of now being a close company, each dealing with a different
tax.

Loans to participators, generating a corporation tax exposure.
Transfers of value, generating an inheritance tax exposure.
Interest on loans to a close company, generating an income tax deduction.

Loans to participators and deemed distributions
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The ‘loans to participators’ legislation is intended to deter the practice of businesses allowing their participators to
extract cash in a tax-free manner. Thus, CTA 2010, s 455 seeks simply to ensure that strict financial discipline is kept
by the company. This is particularly so in close companies if the participators also act as the directors, thus allowing
them hegemony to divert funds, remuneration and dividends as they see fit.

The s 455 tax simply characterises itself as a holding tax payable by the company if a director’s loan account (DLA) is
overdrawn at the end of the company’s accounting period and remains uncleared nine months later.

The DLA can be overdrawn if the company makes a loan or advances money to a director, participator, or associate
of a participator that is not within the remit of the ordinary course of business. If this is not repaid within the timeframe
allowed, the company must pay corporation tax at 32.5% on the amount overdrawn. It is not a coincidence that this
amount mirrors the higher rate dividend tax in terms of value.

Any such loan or advances made to participators or associates during the accounting year giving rise to a s 455
charge must be disclosed on the corporation tax return of the appropriate accounting year accompanied by the
supplementary page CT600A. Details of the participator who benefited, amount outstanding and amount repaid
should be set out.

When a loan is subsequently repaid – and particular attention needs to be given to the ‘bed and breakfasting
provisions’ of CTA 2010, s 464C and s 464D – relief from s 455 is available under s 458, albeit with a time delay. In
particular, if the loan or advance is repaid, released or written off more than nine months after the end of an
accounting period, the tax paid under s 455 can be repaid nine months after the end of the accounting period in which
the repayment, release or writing-off takes place. In some circumstances, there could be quite a time lag between the
loan being extinguished and the refund, which has a significant impact on company cash flow. This is a reason why it
can be preferable to avoid the s 455 charge in the first place.

Further repayment of tax paid can only be made by a formal claim by the company. Aligned to this, there is evidence
that, increasingly, HMRC is seeking further proof of repayment. For example, the department may ask for bank
statements or dividend declarations.

Although not directly related to the loan provisions, the net effect can be the same in that some benefits provided to
non-working participators, including their associates, can also end up being taxed at 32.5% as a distribution. Again,
relevant provisions are designed to prevent benefits otherwise being potentially provided on a tax-free basis.

The provisions set out in CTA 2010, s 1064 (‘Certain expenses of close companies treated as distributions’) apply
unless the benefit is already taxed under the more traditional employment income rules of ITEPA 2003. Hence,
primarily, this legislation applies only to non-working participators and even then only to certain types of benefits, the
main one being the provision of living accommodation.

Although this distribution route does have the potential to yield a smaller income tax charge, there remains a
downside for the close company in that no deduction for corporation tax purposes can then be taken for the relevant
value. This value is as determined under the normal benefit in kind rules, but is simply taxed as a distribution. Unlike
the loans to participator rules, however, the resultant tax is the individual’s own liability.

Transfers of value

Although often overlooked, but inevitably always raised as part of financial due diligence of company sales, IHTA
1984, s 94 seeks to charge inheritance tax if there is a transfer at undervalue made by a close company, for example
a sale at undervalue.

While the concept of a chargeable transfer can only apply to an individual, if a company makes such a transfer the
resultant value is then apportioned between the participators, with the company being primarily liable to pay the
inheritance tax that then arises. However, as well as the normal inheritance tax exemptions and reliefs available, if the
participator’s estate then increases by virtue of the transfer, that amount is deducted from the apportioned value.
Hence a transfer of value to a participator with a 100% interest in the close company should not normally result in a
chargeable amount.

The charge is also negated if the value is otherwise subject to income tax in the hands of the participator.

Changes to a close company’s share structure can also give rise to a disposition of value under IHTA 1984, s 98(1),
again apportioned among the various participators. As set out by HMRC in its Inheritance Tax Manual at IHTM14855,
this can arise if a new class of shares is created that are then issued to existing shareholders in different proportions
to their existing shareholdings. HMRC goes on to give an example of when it would seek to apply s 98; see Share
Issue aside.
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Interest on loans to a close company

Although close investment holding companies have no relevance for corporation tax purposes after 31 March 2015,
the classification still exists for income tax purposes, in relation to relief being available if an individual has a loan to
purchase an interest in a close company.

Under ITA 2007, s 392 income tax relief is available if the individual pays interest on a loan applied:

in acquiring any part of the ordinary share capital of a close company, including shares acquired before a
material interest is obtained;
in lending money to a company, which is used wholly and exclusively for the purposes of its business or that of
any associated close company; or
in paying off another loan if interest on that loan would have been eligible for relief if it had continued.

For the individual to qualify for the relief as well as the loan not having been repaid, it is necessary that either:

the greater part of the individual’s time has been spent in the actual management or conduct of the company; or
the individual has a material interest in the company.

However, s 393 goes on to add the qualifying condition that when the interest is paid the company must not be a CIC.
Hence it remains important to identify what is classified as such.

Section 393A states that a company is a CIC unless it exists wholly or mainly for permitted purposes as set out.
These include where the company is:

carrying on a trade on a commercial basis;
making investments in land and estates with the intention of letting on a commercial basis – the letting of
property however cannot be to connected parties; or
wholly or mainly holding shares, securities or making loans to companies under its control.

In some cases, the purpose of the close company could be difficult to demonstrate. For example, in the case of Herts
Photographic Bureau Ltd (TC868), the company purchased trading premises, let the property to a tenant and, after
the trade had ceased, sold the property to the tenant in 2006. Due to the economic turmoil at the time, the company
director, Mr Griffen, was not able to reinvest the proceeds into other properties and therefore deposited the monies
into an interest-bearing bank account. HMRC argued this company should be assessable as if it were a CIC on the
basis the proceeds were not re-invested in a new property and as such was not trading.

The First-tier Tribunal found in favour of the company albeit there was no documentary evidence to show that re-
investment of proceeds was on the agenda. In order not to fall within the CIC conditions, many commentators
therefore recommend that a company should always have board minutes documenting the company’s purpose.

Conclusion

A significant proportion of limited companies are close companies, especially the smaller family-owned ones. Such
ownership, by its nature, creates the circumstances by which problems can arise from the anti-avoidance rules, with
the loans to participators legislation possibly being one of the most problematic areas. Advisers should perhaps ask
themselves whether they are looking at these close companies closely enough? 
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